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Foreword
‘In order correctly to define art, it is necessary, first of all, to cease to consider it as a means to
pleasure and to consider it as one of the conditions of human life. Viewing it in this way we cannot
fail to observe that art is one of the means of intercourse between man and man.’ – Leo Tolstoy
Art is an expression of an activity, of pursuing a thought, of seeing the world in a personal aesthetic, of communicating an
emotion triggered by a social or personal cause. Art is a product of the human imagination.
When an artist creates an artwork, he/she may have some views, emotions or thoughts about a particular cause that they feel
strongly about. The need to express this idea or emotion then encourages the artist to create a tangible or non-tangible,
accessible or non-accessible form of visual language; painting, installation, new media are some of the examples that have
been classified as the product of an artwork. These forms of artworks over time are seen as a specialised type of art that only
artists with special talents are meant to create them.
This view and misunderstanding of what art is and how art is played in society, then becomes an elitist form and is separated
from society. As Leo Tolstoy argues in chapter five of his writing on ‘What is Art’, art should be considered as a condition of
human life.
If we can consider art to be a condition of our human life, one that can be involved in our livelihood, identity and our
environment, then we would be able to accept the role of art in our society and apply creativity and imagination to our
functionality.
The exhibition SUM>Parts ‘When Artist Meets The Public’ sets out to bridge academically-trained artists with people from all
walks of life who often have little or no understanding of what art is and how art is a part of their lives.
The collaboration sparked new ways of thinking about living in Singapore from the experience and works created by these 11
Singaporean/Permanent Residents with 11 artists from Singapore Contemporary Young Artists Society.
In the exhibition, they explore what Singapore means for each of them, what hopes and fears they have of living in this city and
what thoughts they have taken away from their collaboration. SCYA’s exhibition aspires to narrow the barriers between art and
people, and to conjure a commonality of feelings amongst people which can be expressed through the visual language.

Jacquelyn Soo
Curator, Artist and Chairperson
Singapore Contemporary Young Artists (Society)

SUM > PARTS
Reena Devi
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
people can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has." - Margaret Mead
The idea of the lone genius was born during the
Renaissance period with regards to creative and artistic
contributions. With Giorgio Vasari’s Lives of the Artists
came the concept of the artist as an individual, that
irresistibly romantic notion of Michelangelo doing the
back-breaking work of painting the Sistine Chapel all on
his own, never mind the countless assistants and
apprentices working for him. Niccolò Machiavelli’s The
Prince further emphasised this ideal in matters of politics
and power – the lone charismatic leader who
manipulates his way to greater power and conquered
lands.
Clearly, this is a fallacy. Even Frank Underwood from
House of Cards can only be scheming and effective with
the help of his ardently loyal staff and his equally
unscrupulous wife. Throughout history, it is most often
groups of people working together who have created
something original and transformative, reshaping the
world in different but enduring ways. There is Walt Disney
Studio which invented the animated feature film in 1937
with Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs; groups of people
at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) and Apple
who first made computers easy to use and accessible to
non-experts; the 1992 Clinton Campaign which put the
first Democrat in the White House since Jimmy Carter;
and finally what may be the quintessential ‘Great Group’,
the Manhattan Project.*
In the arts and creative industries, there are far too many
groups who have created works of outstanding vision and
statement. The most well known collaboration in popular
culture is Leonardo Dicaprio and Martin Scorsese who
have worked on five critically acclaimed films together –
The Aviator, Gangs of New York, The Departed, Shutter
Island and the most recent Wolf of Wall Street.

In the contemporary arts scene, Maurizio Cattelan,
Massimiliano Gioni and Ali Subotnik were known as a
curatorial team when they founded The Wrong Gallery in
New York in 2002. Some of their most recent projects
include the 4th Berlin Biennale for Contemporary Art and
a subversive gallery space in New York called Family
Business. They have also achieved recognition and
success as individual artists and curators, showing that
collaborative efforts strengthen one’s capabilities rather
than create hindrances.

This urban myth is further propagated by social
networking, with each network relying on the savvy
update and maintenance of individual profiles. This
overemphasises the sense of self while paradoxically
undermining the sense of being part of a community,
network or society. Essentially, social networks connect
us to each other in the most superficial and self-serving
sense. Furthermore, we seem to labour under the
misapprehension that being a conformist or a keyboard
warrior makes us feel part of a sum.

Every person you talk to who has been a part of such
collaborations would tell you that they felt as if they were
a part of something bigger than themselves and that it
was the best time of their lives to spend countless hours
working alongside individuals with diverse opinions and
backgrounds, devoted to a specific cause or project, often
led by a visionary leader who gives them the space to
debate and discuss ideas that clash and meld and finally
coagulate into the concept or product that would change
the world. It seems that people in these groups take away
something from the experience of collaboration that
altered and defined them in marked ways.

In the midst of this connected yet disparate world, we
have failed to realise that what we really need are the
3Cs - chemistry, collaboration and companionship. Most
importantly, we have forgotten about empathy, the most
definitive intangible quality which connects us all and
makes us less individualistic without losing originality
and diversity. It is this very ability to walk around in
someone else’s shoes, as described by Atticus Finch in To
Kill A Mockingbird, that is key to unlocking our ability to
be great collaborators and real human beings.

And yet, in spite of this, individualism still prevails,
placing a great demand and weight on the ego, creating a
society filled with people who swing between an inflated
sense of importance and low self-esteem. The idea of the
lone individual doing great things is a concept we
celebrate and pursue mindlessly, failing to realize the
lone superhero saving the day has a whole posse of
people working together with him in all his endeavours.
After all, Batman had Alfred the Butler, Police
Commissioner Gordon and his love interest Rachel to
help him constantly.

*Warren Bennis and Patricia Ward Biederman, “Organizing Genius: The
Secrets of Creative Collaboration”, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Inc. 1996.

Benedict Chen
Benedict Chen is an apprentice engineer for the Enzan
System used in tunnel construction (DTL3 and the coming
Thomson Line). He exhibits regularly and is currently working
on several documentary style photographic projects that
revolves around Singapore, his family and work.

Synopsis
This collaboration brings together two
individuals’ conversations about their
experience on education in Singapore.
The contrasting opinions attempts to
finds the “truth” behind their memories
as expressed in a visual form.

Ang Gim Yean
Ang Gim Yean is a public servant with an education
background in Chemistry. Her core concerns are education,
ethnicity and religion. She is a facilitator for OnePeople.sg
since 2006. Her exposure to the arts is limited to the
occasional visit to exhibitions with family.

Collaborator Statement
" Looking back, I sometimes wonder
how much of a role education
played in my life.”

Chen Zhaojin

Billy Soh
Billy Soh is a photographer who specialises in portraiture,
animal portraiture, food styling and photography as well as
fine arts photography. He has been independent since 2006.

Synopsis
In the second instalment leading up
from Anything But The Message
(previous exhibition in April 2013), this
collaborative exhibition attempts to
shift the attention and explore the
interpretation of abject sounds and
noise heard in different surroundings
that we each work, sleep and eat in.

Chen Zhaojin is a Singapore Permanent Resident and
Science post-grad from the National University of Singapore
in the field of bio-statistics, where she currently works in.

Collaborator Statement
“We live in a noisy world today.
Sounds surround us everywhere;
flourishing shopping malls and
hawker centers to the nearest
neighbor’s door or even our own
music players. As we already know,
noise is inevitably affecting people’s
health
both
physically
and
emotionally. The entire experience
of collaboration has been a fun and
ear-opening experience; I just sat
down, listened and counted. It
surprised me that there were such
numerous sounds in existence
because previously I had simply
ignored most of them.”

Dan Wong
Dan Wong works as a commerical illustrator and storyboard
artist.

Synopsis
This duo created an artwork using the
visual metaphors of rows and columns
to convey various constructed aspects
of Singaporean life in a light-hearted
and humourous way.

Shawn Tan
Shawn Tan works at a company that makes watch
mechanisms; he also runs a business trading in hardware
materials.

Collaborator Statement
"It came as a big surprise when
digital artist, Dan Wong approached
me to work with him on a painting on
canvas. I thought I was done with
painting since the end of compulsory
art class. It is also a medium
unfamiliar to him! To be able to
experiment and create a work
reflecting on the orderliness of the
various phases of life in Singapore is
uplifting."

Daryl Goh
Daryl Goh is an art practitioner and educator based in
Singapore. He has practiced both traditional and digital art
media, and lectures at the LASALLE College of the Arts. His
work has been featured in various publications including
print, web and broadcast. Daryl also co-founded Mug
Collective, a group dedicated to curatorial discourse and
exhibitionary practices.

Synopsis
This collaboration explores the confine
spaces in our locality and the
relationship between domestic and
urban tight spaces. It seeks to
interrogate our reaction to this
phenomenon, understand why we deal
with them and how they affect our way
of seeing

Joezer Liu
Joezer Liu is a highly sought after consultant in one of the top
real estate agencies, Dennis Wee Realty. Currently, he
champions an aspiring team of realtors and conducts regular
trainings for them.

Collaborator Statement
“Working with a multidisciplinary
artist Daryl Goh was eye opening. His
global insight and experience helped
us when we wanted to formulate
ideas into action. Truly appreciate
the opportunity to have a small step
into the arts as a real estate agent. I
faced challenges in deciding
between materials and how one will
complement another. However, Daryl
was pretty competent and that
expedited the process.”

Artist vs. Public
Stefanie Tham
The works in Sum > Parts: When Artists Meet The Public
marry a range of professions with artists hailing from
different stylistic backgrounds. Representing a melding
of identities, cultures, histories and perspectives, these
works are understood to be a result of meetings between
artists and “non-artist” individuals, participating in a
dialogue about Singapore.
Stressing on this dynamic interaction, each work is
introduced as a collaboration between an artist and a
member of the public, defined either by their occupation
or heritage. Thus when approaching these works, we are
made aware of the relationship between these two
seemingly different individuals, resulting in an art piece
contextualised as a reaction between the art world and
the general public.
But is the artist separate from the public? Interrogating
this premise further reveals a belief that the artist and
the public are two separate groups – perhaps
distinguished not merely by career paths, but something
far more intrinsic.
The origins of this “other-ing” can be traced to the
Renaissance, where artists started to identify themselves
as a unique group of intellectuals, endowed with an
ability to articulate a presumeably higher order of
perfection, truth and beauty. Art was seen as “great
works of beauty that contribute to the civilising project of
modernity”, and the artist, consequently, elevated as
creators of such noble objects. (1)

(1) Rubén A. Gaztambide-Fernández, “The Artist in Society: Understandings, Expectations, and
Curriculum Implications”, Curriculum Inquiry 38, no. 3 (Jun 2008): p. 239.

But a more recognisable stereotype about artists that
sets them apart is their temperament. Artists have been
regarded as idiosyncratic and unique individuals, often
with a quirky or temperamental personality that
distinguishes them from the rest of “normal” society.
Such psychological differences have been expressed
throughout history, when Cesare Lombroso, a
nineteenth-century Italian psychologist, declared artists
to have a physiology closer to an insane man; and
countless references in popular culture, from Fame
(1980) to popular television series Glee (2009). Perceived
as cultural workers of a community, these views about
the artist have also shaped and assumed what is
expected of them.
In examining the context of Singapore, the artist and the
public have had close ties. The artist in Singapore society
has since the late 1930s been thought of as belonging to
a unique group of individuals with a special role to play in
moulding the culture and spirit of the community.
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, established in 1938,
sought to harness a Malayan style of painting by drawing
inspiration from the local way of life, and this was latter
carried on – and politicised – by the social realist groups
of the 1950s and 60s. These groups, such as the Equator
Art Society, strove to depict the realities of the
community they lived in but from a critical angle and
advocating for change. Both the Nanyang and social
realist artists, nonetheless, saw themselves as part of the
public and having an integral role in the process of
making culture and influencing society.

The potency of art to influence the public was recognised
inasmuch as it helped to build the identity of a fledging
nation. It was to this extent that the artist was
incorporated into the blueprint of nation-building in the
1960s. As stated by then Minister for Culture Mr Lee
Khoon Choy in an art exhibition sponsored by the state in
1960:
“In a society which is in the process of being moulded into
a homogenous whole, artists have a special social
responsibility to help the people have a better
understanding of their surroundings and their lives. To
that extent art should be for the people. Art should reflect
the hopes and aspirations of the people. A brush in the
hands of a dreamer is no better than a pen in the hands
of the writer of pornographic literature.” (2)
What about the Singapore public’s perception of the
artist? Most might agree today that the artist is
somewhat of an enigma, veering between viewing them
as honourable individuals exercising their special talent
for illuminating life’s truths, or for the more pragmatic
ones, artists are seen as melancholic anomalies who
daringly deviate from the economically-motivated,
profit-minded narrative. In any case, the relationship may
be one of curiosity and distance that stems from a notion
that both groups are somewhat, somehow, different from
each other.
Negotiating our own definitions of the artist, one can say
that our experience of the collaborations in Sum > Parts
is, at first glance, largely informed by a combination of
myth and reality. Perhaps in this process of being aware
of our conceptions, we too reflexively experience an
aspect of Singapore’s social-political and cultural
landscape from a vantage point.
(2) [Ministry of Culture], foreword to Exhibition of Works by Local Artists sponsored by Ministry of
Culture in celebration of National Day, 3-9 June 1960 (Singapore: Ministry of Culture, 1960), n.p.

Deusa Blumke
Born in Brazil, Deusa Blumke attained her BA (Hons) in Fine
Arts at LASALLE College of the Arts in 2012. Deusa's foray
into art is an exploration in understanding and embracing life
itself, as she seeks its meanings and embraces its surprises.

Synopsis
“The Art of Work” is a collaboration
based on an observation of the elderly
in Singapore and how hard they
continue to work past their retirement.
Sometimes even working in a calm
atmosphere, there are challenges. The
collaboration will produce works coming
from their practices exploring eternal
dilemma and struggles to keep going.

Wong Soon Tuan
Mr Wong Soon Tuan has been Deusa’s estate’s garderner for
4 years. He has 3 children and enjoys arranging flowers for
fun.

Collaborator Statement
“I have been working as a gardener
for four years and I like it very much.
I like to cut and arrange flowers and
also look at ink paintings. Mature
people working in Singapore
depends on money – some have
children who can contribute to their
expenses but sometimes one has to
work to pay bills.”

Homa Shojaie
Homa Shojaie was born in Iran. She studied painting at
Atelier Aydin Aghdashloo in Tehran and Architecture at The
Cooper Union in New York City. She has been Practicing Art in
Chicago and teaching Architecture at IIT and The School of
the Art Institute of Chicago (2003-2012). She is a MAFA
candidate at LASALLE College of Arts.

Synopsis
In this project Brian and Homa have
been exploring issues of POWER in a
series of writing/drawings, looking
into dynamics of feminine and
masculine,
chemistry,
power,
gender, sex, class, complementarity,
tradition, and transformation. Their
final piece in Substation will be an
installation exploring the dynamics
of this conversation.

Brian Wood
Brian Wood moved to Singapore with his family 18 months
ago from New York. For the past 15 years he has worked in
finance, primarily in analytical roles at investment banks and
hedge funds, and is currently seeking a new challenge. Aside
from a lifelong interest in photography, he has little
experience in the visual arts.

Collaborator Statement
“Working with Homa on our
exploration of how we regard and
interact with the concept of Power
has been enjoyable, enlightening,
and challenging. The process of
attempting to separate the different
ways I perceive Power, both through
my values and ability to control my
immediate interactions, as well as
the influence of external sources of
Power on me, has been much more
difficult than I anticipated. For me,
this project has provided clarity, but
also highlighted the limits of
isolating intertwined perceptions.”

Jacquelyn Soo
Jacquelyn Soo is the founder of SCYA and a multi-disciplinary
artist residing in Singapore. Jacquelyn explores ‘culture
blindness’ and landscape in her work: the damage and result
of cultural ignorance to the landscape of her home is the
basis of her study.

Synopsis
How well do we know about the edible
plants and flowers that grow in
Singapore? This collaborative project
about food & cultivation will explore the
secrets of Singapore’s local plants and
flowers and how it can create both
positive and negative results in
agricultural and sustainable impact to
the natural environment.

Olivia Choong
Olivia Choong co-founded and runs Green Drinks Singapore,
a non-profit environment-focused society that raises
awareness on pertinent local and global environmental
issues, and connects people for knowledge sharing and
meaningful collaboration opportunities.

Collaborator Statement
“While we had certain ideas at the
beginning, it (the work) continues to
evolve through our research and
discussions on wildflowers and its
medicinal values. In dealing with the
lives of plants, we have to be mindful
of its sensitivities; how it grows, feels
and thrives instead of trying to
dictate and control how it should be
presented to the public.
Through
this
collaboration,
I
understood Jacquelyn through of her
work and approach to this topic. The
collaboration made me reflect on the
way I approach any experience, and
reminded me to get out of my
comfort zone more.”

Collaborating With Chaos
Bruce Quek
Synergy is not a word with the most salubrious of
reputations – for the most part, it is perceived as an
annoying buzzword that conveys little beyond a nagging
suspicion that someone is trying to pull a fast one on you.
Yet its current definition recalls a sentiment oft-attributed
to Aristotle, which informs the title of this exhibition: that
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. In
examining and teasing-out the varied hopes and dreams
of an increasingly dense, diverse Singapore, then, we are
reminded that it's not enough to simply collate the
teeming mass of aspirations to derive some aggregate
perspective; that the city is more than the sum of its
people.
How is it that a thing can be more than a sum of its
parts? The key to this is that the parts do not interact
additively, but multiplicatively. You won't get a human
body just by adding the requisite amount of carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen into a big pile; neither will
you get Singapore just by dumping six million people onto
an island and hoping for the best. For the whole to be
greater, each part's functioning enhances the functioning
of the others. In a word, they collaborate.
Cities, in their density and interconnectivity, are a mode
of social organisation eminently suited to fostering
collaboration, not to mention specialisation – most of us
need hardly busy ourselves with growing rice or printing
circuit boards, for instance. This property of cities has
been described, to borrow a piece of mathematical
terminology, as superlinearity – the tendency to grow at
greater-than-linear rates. This description of urban
behaviour is itself the product of trans-disciplinary work,
in theoretical physicist Geoffrey West's research in the
field of urban theory.

In describing the superlinear scaling of cities, he
borrowed from his earlier foray into biology, observing
that as organisms increase in size, they tend to slow
down – that physical movements, heart rates, and other
biological markers are governed by sublinear equations.
Cities, on the other hand, even as they consume fewer
resources than less-dense communities, become
disproportionately more productive on every level – a
paradox West summed up by saying, “There is no
equivalent for this in nature. It would be like finding an
elephant that’s proportionally faster than a mouse.”
Before West had quantified it, this tendency had been
observed by the urban theorist Jane Jacobs, an activist
who campaigned against the prevailing orthodoxy of
rationally designed, efficiently aseptic cities of
superhighways and starchitectural icons. Instead, Jacobs
championed, in a sense, urban communities which grew
organically and messily, pockets of serendipitous
exchange in which one could encounter all kinds of
people, as if in a spontaneous ballet of social interaction.
A notable microcosm of this might be seen in the famous
example of MIT's Building 20, which never received a
more memorable designation due to being classified as a
temporary structure. Once a hothouse of military radar
research, Building 20 fell by the wayside in the wake of
the Second World War, becoming the home of everything
from a model railroad club to particle accelerators,
acoustics researchers, and so on.

Kludging together random disciplines and facilities might
not seem like the ideal approach to research and
development, but as the years passed, Building 20
acquired a reputation as MIT's seething heart of
innovation. It played host to historic developments
ranging from the first videogame in history, to Noam
Chomsky's theories of linguistics, and the origin of the
Bose Corporation. This remarkable track record has since
been credited to, among other factors, its occupants'
capacity to modify their spaces as they saw fit (which
would never have been permitted in a more permanent
structure) and its byzantine layout, which all but ensured
that people working in disparate fields would encounter
one another, casually trading insights and perspectives
from their respective fields.
Ours, however, is a city where whole research and
industrial parks are conjured ex nihilo, while ad hoc
roadside barbershops are efficiently eliminated. If we
really want it to flourish, however, maybe a little chance
and messiness might be what we need.

Melanie Chua
Melanie Chua is a writer and editor. She has edited and
written for magazines, books and case studies on
socio-cultural issues and the arts. Her own work holds a
humanistic interest in urbanity and experiment with form.

Synopsis
As an island projected to house 6.9
million by 2030, "pets" have become
our nearest, most personal connection
to nature. They are an integral
companion to many modern urbanities.
It is not uncommon that pets have
become placed as special commodity,
especially in Singapore where homes
are small and life is fast.
Why do people own the kind of pets they
do? Where do they get them? Next In
Line gathers these lives, both owners
and their pets, to earmark how they
came together. In their words, their
stories reveal what's behind cute, and
what drives fates and responsibility.

Maxine Mikaeleia Ang
Maxine Mikaeleia Ang is the founder of The Water Dish, one
of the top online petshops in Singapore with a social mission
committed to the holistic care of pets throughout their lives.
Maxine herself owns 2 dogs and 1 rabbit, and lives with 10
cats and a hamster. She believes pets are fellow beings that
should be adopted rather than commoditised.

Collaborator Statement
“I have always wanted to spread
awareness about the "behind the
scenes" in the pet industry, and why I
believe people should adopt instead
of buy pets. This exhibition gives me
a good opportunity to do that in a
creative way. To me, the arts scene
has always been unfamiliar to me, as
I am a very logical and practical
businessperson. But I've always been
very fascinated by the creative
aspect, and I am more than happy
that my beliefs and philosophies are
now being translated on an artistic
platform as an avenue for me to
share my advocacy.”

Ivan Loh

Rachel Elffin
Rachel Elffin is currently a degree student at LASALLE
majoring in Fashion Media and Industries. In the hope to
reinterpret the ways of seeing fashion, Rachel has embarked
on fashion films and installation pieces that discuss the
issues faced in our society today.

Synopsis
This is a collaboration between fashion
student Rachel Elffin and baker Ivan
Loh who will craft an image of the
prosperous Singapore, mapping its
success through Bodyscapes. This
project involves the interests of both
parties; Rachel is currently working on
Bodyscapes as a degree endeavor and
hopes to infuse her partner’s liking for
forage fish, minnow fish and
domesticated fishes.

Ivan Loh is a culinary trained chef who had his training at
Shatech, decided to shift his expertise to baking pastries and
has since been creating cupcakes and cream cakes. To
unwind from his day, Ivan loves listening to acoustic tunes
and caring for his guppies.

Collaborator Statement
“This collaboration was quite an eye
opening experience for a non-artist
like me. I’ve learnt that art is a
collaboration between the artist and
his/her surroundings, hence we must
be able to compromise, attach and
detach certain things that are not
working. Everyone in Singapore has
dreams, just so happens that we all
share a common dream, a common
body that we all want to fit in to. This
was extremely similar to Rachel’s
interpretation of the body morphing
to look like a landscape.”

Shazwany Aziz
Shazwany Aziz lives and works in Singapore, where she
received a BFA in 2010 from LASALLE College of the Arts.
Intrigued by the unknown and the known of the everyday, she
uses time, space, situations and unspoken ideas to capture
fleeting moments of daily life.

Synopsis
Her research interests lie broadly in the
interface between two subjects, urban
and cultural geography, and how people
adapt to the everyday in our asian but
western-influenced environment. The
result is an artwork that is presented as
a medium to voice the concerns and
thoughts of others.

Abdul Aziz Solman
Born in Singapore, 1959, Abdul Aziz Solman (her father) is a
third generation Javanese who was born, grew up and spent
most of his childhood and youth in Kembangan. Growing up
among the elders, there was a strong sense of Javanese
culture, from the language spoken to the cuisine and
clothing that existed in the everyday life.

Collaborator Statement
"I am glad that someone is bringing
awareness of the Kampung era in
Singapore (the period before World
War II to mid-80s), more specifically,
the first, second and third generation
Javanese immigrants from Eastern
Java living in a community in
Kampung Pachitan (presently called
Kembangan estate). This also sheds
light on how modernisation and
development have caused extended
families to drift apart, seeing each
other only on festive occasions."

Terry Wee
Born in Singapore on 1988, Terry Wee practices painting,
installation art as well as performance art. His interest in art
deals mainly with modern day contexts of spirituality; the
theme Spirituality in his research talks about the human
sensation as well as the tangible feeling of space.

Synopsis
Terry and Shawn address a common
question on how art can serve the
community, inspired by the industrial
working line where various parts are
either assembled or made by different
departments.

Shawn Cheong
Shawn Cheong is a personal friend of Terry Wee and is
currently a student.

Collaborator Statement
“I would like to say that I've learned
a lot from this collaboration. Having
no art background myself, I'm able to
see how art can affect our lives and
even our work and how our work can
be an art form itself. It's really
amazing how I am able to be part of
this, as I always thought that art is
something on its own and will not
have any relation with my industry
(aerospace) at all. However, through
this collaboration we were able to
find ourselves on common ground as
we shared what we do and how we
do it.”

ART x LIFE : TWELVE REFLECTIONS ON
COPING WITH THE CITY
Heather Chi
1. ENLIGHTENMENT: We are either born or arrive in a city,
to be moulded and shaped into persons of value economic, cultural and social. An education system
codifies values and conveys them to us, often
unquestioningly. The truth is examined, graded,
differentiated, segmented, placed on a bell curve and,
like a backdrop, the city watches. The city comforts those
of us who did not succeed and presents to us another
reality. Streets, sun, crowds and activity; leaves, wind,
couples and relationships: alternative truths to begin
with, and alternative paths to enlightenment.
(Artist x Educator)
2. MITIGATION: To exist in a city is to exist with things:
people, creatures and machines. Sentience has an
audible presence, which we grow accustomed to, like
background noise in a waiting room. The sounds of a city
have a) amplitude (read: proximity), b) frequency (read:
rhythm) and c) period (read: pace). Have we evolved, as
cyborgs of our city, to adjust our heartbeat, footsteps and
breath to the proximity, rhythm and pace of things around
us? To convert the cacophony of crowds into a polyphony
of gatherings? To mitigate nuisances and adapt sounds
to ourselves?
(Artist x Biostatician)
3. CONSTRUCTION: In comprehending our city, we refer to
familiar shapes and objects: landmarks sedimented with
the memories of repeated encounters. We color these
landscapes with our thoughts, concerns and ideals. A
common game to while the time, as we commute from
origin to destination or wait for a companion, is to
imagine we are in an urban simulation, and that our idle
thoughts and feelings are solidifying and imprinting the
rows and columns of buildings. Collective and
intentionally, we construct and constitute with strangers
an urban environment that is at once recognizable,
meaningful and forgettable.
(Artist x Watch Mechanic)

4. EXPANSION: We live in a thick city, with corridors that
buffer us from weather and enclose us with others.
Habitats are clearly delineated and secured, to make
explicit and implicit the spaces belonging to people, and
those to capital. Space becomes our precious currency,
resource and purchase. As currency, we trade space for
comfort: a larger room for a smaller balcony, a larger
home for a smaller garden. As resource, we populate
space with the necessities of modern life: floors
consumed by desks, beds and books. As purchase, we
defend our space: project our worth into the cubic feet we
own. Spaces extend our occupation of the city, expanding,
yet constraining, the possibilities of home.
(Artist x Real Estate Agent)
5. CULTIVATION: At some point in our urban lives, we slow
down. This can happen anytime, and unexpectedly, at
twenty-five, or fifty, or ninety-one. We examine the
gnarled root we have become and take active steps to
resuscitate and rehabilitate the neglect. It is a curious
activity, to cultivate oneself and commit to it every day,
for the rest of our lives. We retrofit and renovate rooms
where weeds bloom abundant, patiently uproot feuds and
regrets, and revive kind deeds and success. The secret of
staying healthy, it turns out, is to be attentive and mindful
of one's intentions and actions; a lesson learnt best
through the practice of nurturing.
(Artist x Elderly Gardener)
6.TRANSFORMATION: In the city, we meet people and
transform. To be more accurate, four people transform:
(A) the person I see in myself, (B) the person my partner
sees in me, (C) the person I see in my partner and (D) the
person my partner sees in herself. Power is the
undercurrent of the transformative process. I transform at
home in the routine of preparation: I adjust myself,
imagine what we will say, prepare to leave. I transform
when we meet: Your expectations are conveyed in
expressions, and I react accordingly, or at least try. You
transform when we greet: I judge your responses and
intentions, and calibrate my feelings. The way our
transformations appear to you, I can only imagine.
(Artist x Financier)

7. ACTIVATION: The relationship between humans and the
environment, in a city, is inevitably transactional. We are
merchants in a market of want, with nature a commodity
to be priced, bought and consumed. The wild around us,
we see as ornamentation. Are we blind to flowers and
deaf to birdsong? In this condition, attention to
surrounding life is a belated activation of our senses and
sensibilities; in extending our tongues to taste edible
landscapes, and our arms to forage edible forests, we
reclaim our appetite for, and appreciation for, the urban
life around us.
(Artist x Environmental Activist)
8. COHABITATION: If cities dehumanize, is it a surprise that
we are drawn to non-humans? We live vicariously through
our pets: enjoy their freedom, appreciate their counsel,
reflect on their expressions and care for them as we
would care for ourselves. The companionship between
animals and (wo)men has a special quality absent in
typical human relationships: the act of naming as a way
of relating to, rather than claiming each other; the
practice of living together a form of mutual comfort,
rather than possession.
(Artist x Pet Shop Owner)
9. EMBODIMENT: A popular metaphor: the city as
organism. We imagine pedestrian flows as a city
breathing, exhausting people from their homes, and
inhaling them into trains, buses and offices. We imagine
development as a city growing up, and dilapidation as a
city growing old; retrofitting as a city medicated,
redevelopment as a city reborn. The city imprints itself on
our bodies as well: in commute, our body tessellate with
other bodies; in rest, our body comports to benches and
pillars; in movement, our feet pivot on concrete,
propelling us from past to future.
(Artist x Culinary Chef)

10. ADAPTATION: Our grandparents came from afar,
migrated, to this city. Reflecting on their experience is,
perhaps, like excavating the unedited film of their
journeys. In one long shot, we imagine them leaving and
watch as their familiar landscapes condense into
scattered pixels, into a single point, before vanishing and
resurfacing as the imprints of memory. We imagine their
arrival, their first encounter with strange environments
and watch them find their mooring as buildings come
into sharp focus. We find the new city is already anchored
elsewhere, in multiple cultures, foreign and local,
precluding any possibility of a smooth transition. So, we
adapt, now and again.
(Artist x 3rd Generation Javanese in Singapore)
11. CREATION: As an entity both real in its constraints, and
abstract in its possibilities, a city is a well-suited subject
of planning and object of assembly. At a larger scale, we
manufacture the urban pattern; at a smaller scale, we
craft the urban fabric. These are forms of creation. Could
we unravel the process of creation, break down forms
both concrete and conceptual into their constituent
elements? Could these open new ways of making and
re-making the urban experience?
(Artist x Student)
12. COLLABORATION: The underlying pulse of a city is
interaction and its underlying impulse is a quest for
meaning. In this context, what are the possibilities for art
with/in life? In translating, transcending and
transmutating our experiences and struggles through art,
could we achieve a deeper understanding and
appreciation of how they have shaped us? I wish to speak
to you, to hear your answers, and so does the city..
(Art x Life)
By Heather Chi
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